Abstract. This paper presents an integrated approach for robustly locating facial landmark for drivers. In the first step a cascade of probability learners is used to detect the face edge primitives from fine to coarse, so that faces with variant head poses can be located. The edge density descriptors and skin-tone color features are combined together as the basic features to examine the probability of an edge being a face primitive. A cascade of the probability learner is used. In each scale, only edges with sufficient large probabilities are kept and passed on to the next scale. The final output of the cascade gives the edge primitives that belong to faces, which determine the face location. In the second step, a facial landmark detection procedure is applied on the segmented face pixels. Facial landmark candidates are first detected by learning the posteriors in multiple resolutions. Then geometric constraint and the local appearance, modeled by SIFT descriptor, are used to find the set of facial landmarks with largest matching score. Experiments over highresolution images (FERET database) as well as the real-world drivers' data are used to evaluate the performance. A fairly good results can be obtained, which validates the proposed approach.
Introduction
Facial landmark localization is an important research topic in computer vision. Many human computer interfaces require accurate detection and localization of the facial landmarks. The detected facial landmarks can be used for automatic face tracking [1] , head pose estimation [2] and facial expression analysis [3] . They can also provide useful information for face alignment and normalization [4] , so as to improve the accuracy of face detection and recognition. In computer vision area, the facial landmarks are usually defined as the most salient facial points. Good facial landmarks should have sufficient tolerance to the variations from the facial expressions, lighting conditions and head poses. Eyes, nostrils and lip corners are the most commonly studied facial landmarks. In literature, many research efforts have been undertaken for solving this problem. The Bayesian shape model presented in [5] and [6] model the facial landmarks as the control points. The Bayesian shape model is modeled by the contour, which gives a set of geometric constraints on the facial landmarks. Together with the local appearance, the geometric configuration determines the location of the facial landmarks. Face bunch graphs [7] represent the facial landmarks by "Gabor Jet". A graph structure is used to constrain the "Jets" under certain geometric configuration. The facial landmarks are located by an exhaustive search for the best matching graph. In [8] , Feris et. al. used a two-level hierarchical Gabor Wavelet Network (GWN). In the first level, a GWN for the entire face is used to locate the face region, find the face template from the database and compute the appropriate transformation. In the second level, other GWNs are used to model the local facial landmarks. The facial landmarks are located under the constraint from the full-face GWN. In [9] , the authors first use Viola and Jone's object detector [10] to locate the facial landmark candidates and then a shape constraint is imposed on the detected candidates to find the best match. In [11] and [12] , the algorithms focused on the eye detection, which is realized by a more accurate feature probability learning. Different statistical models are proposed to serve this purpose. However, most algorithms are designed for feature detection in frontal face. When large head pose variation presents, the performance deteriorates largely. In this paper, we present an integrated approach to locate the facial landmarks under variant head poses in a complicated background. More specifically, we applied this algorithm on drivers' video from an in-car camera. In the following sections, we discuss the details of the algorithm. In section 2, we give the framework of the algorithm. In section 3, the pose invariant robust face detector is presented. In section 4, the twolevel scheme of the facial landmark detection inside the face region is discussed. In section 5, experimental results are shown to validate the effectiveness of our approach. Section 6 concludes our presentation.
Algorithm Framework
The application scenario of intelligent vehicle system requires a robust algorithm to accommodate the variations in illumination, head pose and facial expressions. Locating the facial landmarks in an unconstrained image is not an easy job. Some feature points from the cluttered background may possess the similar local texture as the facial landmarks, causing false detections. Limiting the search window within the face region would help reduce the false alarm. Therefore, we first locate the faces. Considering the pose-invariant requirement, local low-level primitives are used as the basic features. Edge density descriptor [13] is a good local texture representation. It has certain tolerance to the background noise while preserving local textures. However, local texture descriptor alone cannot remove the ambiguous background patterns. Skin-tone color features [14] are combined together for better performance. At different scales, the extracted texture information is different. In a smaller scale, more local details are represented; while more global structural information is obtained in a larger scale. A cascade of probability learners is used to detect the face edge primitives from fine to coarse, using the combination of the edge density descriptors and the skin-tone color features.
The rectangular area that includes the most face edge primitives determines the face location. For the ease of the successive processing, in the detected face region we further segment the face pixels using K-means clustering of the color features. Only the segmented face pixels can be the facial landmark candidates. It is worth to mention that in [15] , Froba et. al also used the edge features for face detection. However, the use of global template requires well alignment of the images, which is not a trivial job. Facial landmarks are constrained by their geometric structure. Given the face pixels, geometric configuration together with the local appearance determines the location of facial landmarks. Similar as [9] , a coarse-tofine scheme is proposed. We use the local Gabor wavelet coefficients. Each pixel is represented by its neighborhood's wavelet coefficients. In the first level, the posterior for each face pixel of being a facial landmark is computed. Additive logistic regression is used to model this posterior. Gabor filters can de-correlate the images into features from different frequencies, orientations and scales. Features from one resolution determine one posterior map. The de-correlated features have more dependencies so that the posterior learning can be more accurate. The accumulative posteriors give the overall posterior map, from which the local maxima are determined as the facial landmark candidates. In the second level the false candidates are rejected. A global geometric constraint together with local appearance model using SIFT feature descriptor is used.
Face Detection
A background pixel may appear the similar local textures as the facial landmarks. To remove such ambiguity, we confine the search window of facial landmarks within face regions. In an in-car driver video sequence, as show in Fig. 1 , there are large variations in the illumination as well as in the head pose. Many existing techniques were designed for singleview face detection. For example, the Viola and Jone's face detector [10] based on the Harr-type features can get a very good accuracy for frontal face detection, however, the performance is not as good if large head pose variation presents. It is because the appearance of the face image changes a lot under different pose positions, a single view model is not sufficient to catch the change. Using pose-invariant local features can solve the problem. Color features are good candidates, but color features alone are not consistent enough under large illumination change. Local primitive features, such as edges, corners, are also pose invariant. Inspired from the wiry object detection work in [13] , we use the edge density descriptor together with the skin tone technique. A concatenation of probability learners is used to find the edge primitives that belong to the face region, so as to determine the face pixels. We use additive logistic regression model for the probability. AdaBoost is used to learn the logistic regression model. Fig. 2 gives the flowchart of the face detector. The detector is proceeded from a smaller scale to a larger scale. In each scale, only the detected face edge primitives are remained and passed on to the next scale. The edge primitives obtained from the last scale are the detected face edges. 
Edge Density Descriptor
Smaller scale can give a more detailed description; while larger scale can get a better representation of the global context. For a given edge point p c , the edge density under scale S k is described by a set of edge probes
is located around pc with horizontal distance δ1S k and vertical distance δ 2 S k . The edge probe E k (δ 1 , δ 2 ) evaluates the density of the edges in its neighborhood using a Gaussian window:
where {PI e } is the set of coordinates of all edge points. p δ is the position of the edge probe E(δ 1 , δ 2 ):
Probability Learning
Given the edge density descriptor E k = {E k (δ 1 , δ 2 )}, the probability that the edge point belongs to the face region is denoted as P (face|E k ). AdaBoost is used to learn this probability. As one of the most important recent developments in learning theory, AdaBoost has received great recognition. In [16] , Friedman et. al indicated that for binary classification problem, boosting can be viewed as an approximation to additive modeling on the logistic scale using maximum Bernoulli likelihood as an criterion.
If the probability can be modeled using logistic regression as follows:
where C(E k ) is a function of the edge density descriptor E k and:
This can also be rewritten as:
αtct(E k ), this probability model becomes an additive logistic regression model. In [16] , it shows that AdaBoost actually provides a stepwise way to learn the model up to a scale factor of 2, which is:
Now c t (E k )(t = 1, · · · , T ) becomes the hypotheses from the weak learners.
Skin Tone Prior
Edge density probe catches the texture information in a local neighborhood; while the probability learning procedure gives the similarity between the observed edge primitives and the known facial landmarks. However, certain background points may have similar local textures as the facial landmarks. Regional color features in different scale are used as priors to help reject the ambiguous patterns from the background.
HSV space is a well-used color space for skin-tone segmentation due to hue feature's relative consistency to skin-colors [14] . We also use hue color here. Since the color feature for a single pixel is not stable enough, we use regional color features instead. Given an edge point p c , we denote the hue value of its
The distribution of the regional skin color feature is:
is the normalized hue vector. h k represents the average hue value in the neighborhood, whileh k evaluates the variations. We neglect the dependency between h k andh k , so that
Due to the reflectance and noise on the face, the dependency betweeñ h k and h k is weak. Hence this assumption is reasonable. A Gaussian mixture is used to model P ( h k ):
A Gaussian in the subspace is used to model the probability ofh k :
where U k is the PCA subspace transformation matrix and m k is the mean vector from the training samples. Fig. 4 gives some example of the skin-tone segmentation. We use the images from internet to learn the skin-color model. 
Face Edge Primitive and Face Detection
The edge density descriptor extracts the image features from different abstract levels. Accordingly, we use a local-to-global strategy to detect the face edge primitives. At each scale S k , if:
the edge point is determined as a candidate of the face edge primitive. In the next scale, only the face edge candidates from the previous scale are processed. Six scales are used. Fig. 5 gives an example of the face edge primitive detection procedure.
An edge filter is used to locate the face region from the detected face edge primitives. The face region is the one that includes the most face edge primitives. At each pixel, the edge filter output is the number of the face edge primitives falling inside the rectangle box centered at the pixel. The location of the edge filter maximum indicates the location of the face. Fig. 6 gives an example of the edge filter output. If more than one maximum exist, we use the mean of the maxima to locate the face. For the ease of the facial landmark localization procedure, we further segment the face points in the detected face region from the background. All pixels are clustered into H clusters by K-means clustering in the hue space. We use H = 10 as the initial number of clusters. During the clustering, the clusters with close means are merged. Since face pixels dominates in the detected face region, the largest cluster corresponds to the face pixels. Morphographic operation is used to smooth the segmentation. The face components, eg. eyes and mouth, have different color distributions. Morphographic operation might not be able to connect them with the face pixels. Hence for every background patch, we need to determine if it is a face component. If most pixels around the background patch are face image, this background patch is a face component and correspondingly the pixels in the background patch are actually face pixels. Fig. 7 gives an example of the face pixel segmentation procedure. White pixels indicate the face points. Second image: segmented face pixels (white color: face pixels); Third image: refined face pixel mask; Fourth image: segmented face pixels.
Pose Invariant Facial Landmark Detection
We use a two-step scheme to detect the facial landmarks. In the first level, candidates of the facial landmarks are found as the maxima in the posterior map. In the second level, geometric constraint as well as local appearance are used to find the facial landmarks.
First stage: Finding Facial Landmark Candidates by Posterior Learning
We use Gabor wavelets to decompose the images into different scales and orientations. Gabor wavelets are joint spatial-frequency domain representations. They extract the image features at different spatial locations, frequencies and orientations. The Gabor wavelets are determined by the parameters n = (c x , c y , θ, s x , s y ), as shown in the following equation:
c x , c y are the translation factors, s x , s y are the scaling factors and θ denotes the orientation. Here only the odd component is used. Gabor wavelets actually model the local property of a neighborhood. We use the wavelets coefficients of the local neighborhood around the given pixel to estimate its probability of being a facial landmark. Gabor wavelet transform partially de-correlate the image. Wavelet coefficients from the same Gabor filter output have more dependency. Consequently, if we only use the wavelet coefficients from one Gabor filter, the probability estimation can be more accurate. Since we have no prior information to tell which filter output contains more discriminant information for classification, the posteriors are estimated in every resolution. Posteriors for all pixels form a posterior map. These posterior maps from all filter output are combined together to give the final probability estimate. Let the feature vector for point p c be {x s }(s = 1, · · · , S). The probability that pixel pc belongs to a facial landmark is:
where s-th is the filter index; βs is the confidence for the posterior estimated from the s-th filter output and l ∈ {Facial Feature 1 ,· · ·,Facial Featuren, Background}.
Similarly, we use the additive logistic regression model for the posterior. Let P (l = i|x s ) be the probability that x s is the i-th facial landmark, which is modeled as:
AdaBoost is used to learn F (xs). The AdaBoost training procedure also provides us a measure for the discriminant ability of each filter output. The objective function of AdaBoost, also that of the additive logistic regression model, is to minimize the expectation of e −l·f (xs) . If the features from these two classes do not have enough discrimination information, ) over different testing sets:
We use this estimate as the confidence on the posterior learned from current resolution.
The probability map is updated at each filter output by using Equation. 8. For each facial landmark, we can get an individual probability map. The overall probability map is the summation of these individual probability maps. Fig. 8 gives an example of the probability map learning procedure for the left eye corner, where the probability map updating procedure is shown. The desired facial landmark is highlighted after the probability updating. Local maxima on the overall probability map are computed and those local maxima with sufficient high probabilities are selected as the candidates for the facial landmark. The red crosses in Fig. 8(d) show the candidates for the left eye corner. A refinement step by the geometric configuration is used in the next step to remove the false detection. 
Second Stage: Refinement by Geometric and Appearance Constraints
The first level gives a set of facial landmark candidates. In the second level, the detection is refined using the geometric constraints and the local textures. The geometric configuration is described by the pairwise distances between facial landmarks. The connectivity between different facial landmarks, denoted by G, are predefined. Fig. 9 gives an example of the predefined connectivity, where the facial landmarks include eye pupils, nostrils and lip corners. The dotted red lines show the connection between features. If feature p 1 and p 2 are connected, g(p 1 ; p 2 ) = 1; otherwise g(p1; p2) = 0. Let T be a combination of the landmark candidates. Fig. 9 . Facial landmarks and the geometric constrains.
Considering the situation that some facial landmarks may not be visible due to occlusions, we allow the combination that includes less facial landmarks than defined. We use Gaussian function N (x; µ, σ) to model the geometric configuration: the distance between the i-th and the j-th facial landmarks is modeled by (µ 
κ is the relaxation factor. We set κ = 1.5 in our implementation. The overall geometric matching score for the combination T is:
where q = N i N j g(pi; pj) is the number of the connections between feature candidates. Only a small number of possible combinations can get sufficient high geometric matching score. A nearest neighbor classifier based on the SIFT feature [17] descriptor is used afterwards to find the final result. Assume Tp is a combination with sufficient high geometric score and is composed by N features. For each facial landmark candidate, we compute its SIFT feature descriptor, which is f1, · · · , fN . From the training samples, we can get a dictionary of the corresponding SIFT feature descriptors for both positive and negative samples. For the i-th feature, the dictionary for the positive sample is Ω p i and that for the negative samples is Ω n i . The best match is found by:
The facial landmark can be determined accordingly from T p . Fig. 10 gives a detection example of the facial landmarks defined in Fig. 7 .
(a) First example.
(b) Second example. Fig. 10 . Examples of the facial landmarks localization results. Fig.10(a) and Fig.10(b) give two examples. In both Fig.10(a) and Fig.10(b) , the leftmost images: the overall posterior maps; the middle images: the candidates of the facial landmarks; the rightmost images: the final detected facial landmarks.
Experimental Evaluation
In this paper we presented an integrated approach for facial landmark detection in complicated background. More specifically, we apply the approach for analyzing driver's videos from an in-car camera. As described above, our algorithm has two steps. The first one is to segment the face pixels and the second is to locate the facial landmarks from the segmented face pixels. We evaluated these two steps separately, and then some combined results are shown.
Experimental Evaluation on Face Localization
We use an in-car camera facing the driver to get the testing videos. We have 5 subjects. The drivers were asked to drive naturally. There were illumination changes caused by the weather, shadow and road conditions. For each subject 12000 frames are collected, which are sub-sampled by every 30 frames to get the testing images. Hence, we have 400 frames per subject as the testing examples. Examples of the detecting results are shown in Fig. 11 . (Some subjects wear a camera on the head for data collecting.) The detection accuracy is summarized in table 1.
Experimental Evaluation on Facial Landmark Localization
In this section, the performance for facial landmark localization is evaluated. Subjects from grayscale FERET database [18] Table 1 . Accuracy of the face localization results. and eye pupil center, for the evaluation. Locating such eye landmarks accurately is not an easy job. 70 subjects are used for testing. Each subject takes 5 different poses. In our testing, we only takes the images with poses from −60 o to 60 o . A different set of images from the FERET database is used as the training samples. For every feature, there are 250 positive training samples and 1000 negative training samples. For one image, if more than two eye landmarks can be located correctly, this is called a correct detection. The algorithm gives an accuracy of 90.9%. Fig. 12 gives some examples of the eye landmark localization results. The red markers indicate the left corner. The blue ones indicates the pupils. The green markers indicate the right corner. Not every eye feature can be detected. However, the location of the missing features can easily be inferred from the geometric configuration.
Facial Landmark Detection in In-car Video
The facial landmarks to be detected are shown in Fig. 7 . We only allow up to 2 facial landmarks missing. The algorithm is tested on the subjects without sunglasses. In Fig. 13 , more examples of the results are shown. ages: the overall probability map for all face pixels; the second images: the detected facial landmark candidates; the third images: detected facial landmarks. Blue markers show the detected facial landmarks.
Conclusion
In this paper we proposed an integrated approach for facial landmark localization in complicated background, especially for drivers' video. Edge density descriptors at different scales are combined with skin-color segmentation to detect the face edge primitives, so as to segment the faces regions. A cascade of probability learners exploiting AdaBoost is used. At each scale, the probability of being a face edge primitive is modeled by an additive logistic regression model. AdaBoost is used to learn the model. Edges that have sufficient large probabilities are determined as the face edges. The position that contains most face edges gives the bounding box of the faces. K-means clustering in the hue space is applied to segment the face pixels from the bounding box, which confines the facial landmarks searching window. The facial landmark localization uses a two-level scheme. In the first level, Gabor wavelets de-correlate the images into features from different resolution. In each resolution, AdaBoost is used to learn the posterior modeled by the additive logistic regression model. Facial landmark candidates are obtained from the probability map. Different combinations of these candidates are input into the second level for refinement. Only the combinations that have high matching score to the geometric configurations are kept. Nearest neighborhood matching using the SIFT features is used afterwards to get the final facial landmark locations. We use FERET data as well as the data from real in-car environment to evaluate the performance. A fairly good results can be obtained. However, the performance for subjects with sub-glasses is still not satisfied due to the difference in local appearance.
